Covid-19 and Snake Venom
The wicked are estranged from the womb; they go astray as soon as they
are born, speaking lies. Their poison is like the poison of a serpent; they are
like the deaf cobra. Ps 58:3-4

Introduction
Recently a doctor (Dr Bryan Ardis) was interviewed by Stew Peters and released a
bombshell. He claimed that the damaging element in SARS-Cov-2 was snake venom;
notably peptides from the Chinese Krait 1 and the King Cobra. He also added that he
believed that this was transmitted in the water supply, enabling targeted areas, such as
Native American Indian reservations that had high levels of Covid fatalities.
This needs a closer look.
My own investigations showed me that there appears to be two types of Covid. One is just
the rebranded flu, which over 99% of people survive unless they are very unwell. This was
only claimed to be Covid because of the fake PCR tests – but it was just flu.
But this does not explain why certain people got very sick with a type of acute pneumonia.
Multiple suggestions may account for this: the effects of 5G, the effects of a previous flu jab
and so on. This new information suggests that the gain of function bioweapon funded by
Fauci and created in America (Chapel Hill) and continued in Wuhan, which we know from
US patents, added the ingredient of snake venom. This venom does produce exactly the
symptoms of severe Covid and targets the same organs.
Key allegations
 The chief toxin in SARS-Cov-2 is snake venom; chiefly the Chinese Krait and King
Cobra.
 Delivery of the poison was by targeting certain water supplies.
 Snake venom is also an ingredient in Remdesivir.
 Snake venom is also a toxin in the Covid vaccines.

The use of the caduceus: serpents and medicine
The caduceus is an ancient Greek or Roman herald's wand, typically one with two serpents
twined round it and wings at the top, carried by the messenger god Hermes or Mercury.
[Origin: Latin, from Doric Greek karukeion from Greek kērux ‘herald’.] It is also carried by
Hermes Trismegistus in Hermetic occultism. Some claim that the image derives originally
from ancient Sumerian mythology associated with the god Ningishzida. It is the symbol
used for the planet Mercury in astrology.
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Krait: one of a dozen species of nocturnal venomous snakes of the genus Bungarus, related to the cobra,
which occur in south-east Asia and western Indonesia. Kraits often have a colour pattern of black and white
or black and yellow bands. They are docile, coiling up loosely and making jerky body movements when
threatened. Their venom is highly toxic.
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The Rod of Asclepius (the Greek god of healing, son of Apollo), used as the symbol for
medicine, is very similar but only has one snake. It has been used as a symbol for medics
for centuries and is emblazoned on the Royal Army Medical Corps badge. You will find it
today as a symbol of the WHO, or the American Medical Association.
There is a very close symbolic connection between snakes and medics.

Coronavirus
The derivation of this word, which summarises the panic of the last two plus years, is as
follows.
Corona
This has various applications in botany, anatomy, architecture and so on. Its chief meaning
is a crown or crown-like item; originating from the Latin for ‘crown’. So it typically means a
crown, and by figurative extension, ‘king’.
Virus
The origin of this word is the late Middle English, from the Latin denoting the venom of a
snake.
So, the word ‘coronavirus’ could be translated as ‘king snake venom’.
Is this a coincidence or does it have the trappings of sick sarcasm by the psychopathic
elite?

Would pharmaceutical companies use snake venom?
Absolutely! It is common practice. There are even companies devoted solely to utilising
venom.
A UK company called Venomtech has announced a massive venom peptide library to be
used for drug research, cosmetics and agriculture. It is working with Charles River
Laboratories International Inc. to develop venom-derived compounds for medical
purposes. Venomtech has been working on venom research for over ten years and has
amassed a vast library of naturally-sourced venom-derived compounds. There are 20,000
varieties of venom peptides and proteins available.
The use of snake venom is on the cutting edge of pharmaceutical drug development. There
is nothing unusual in this. They affect (target) ion channels, GPCRs and enzymes. Using
naturally occurring compounds and making synthetic copies is called biomimicry and Big
Pharma has been doing that since 1901. E.g. the Iovostatin molecule, found in red yeast
rice, was turned in Statin drugs. Aspirin was originally made from Willow bark. Digoxin (to
slow heart rate) originally came from Foxgloves. Morphine derives from poppies.
Galantamine (to treat Alzheimer’s) derives from Snowdrops.
Another company invested in venom research is the US firm ToxinTech, founded by Zoltan
Takacs. This company states that their venoms are chemically stable; which means that
they don’t break down in water.
Other firms involved in researching snake venom include:
 The Welcome Trust (tied to the WEF).
 Ophirex. Makes anti-venom drugs to treat ARDS symptoms.
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The WEF and snake venom
In the WEF Annual Meeting of the Global Future Councils in 2018 venomics was
discussed. Venomics is the scientific analysis of venom to find solutions to health
problems.
The FDA has already approved six drugs derived from venom. Captopril is an ACE
inhibitor (for heart problems) derived from a Brazilian pit viper. Prialt is an analgesic
derived from the venom of cone snails that is used by 22 million Americans. Byetta, which
lowers blood glucose, is derived from Gila monsters.2
The WEF discussed the synthesising of snake venom for mass production using RNA
technology. DNA research now allows replication of venom by understanding the specific
genome. The WEF was celebrating synthetic snake venoms in 2018.
The venom-based drugs listed by Toxin Tech is:
 Captopril.
 Enalapril.
 Exenatide (Byetta).
 Ziconotide (Prialt).
 Bivalirudin.
 Lepirudin.
 Desirudin.
 Tirofiban.
 Eptifibatide.
 Batroxobin.
 Platelet gel.
 Fibrin sealant.
 Hemocoagulase.
 Stichodactyla toxin.
 Chlorotoxin.
 Soricidin.
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Snake venom in US patents
Dr Ariyana Love has researched the patents and found snake venom (e.g. Cobra venom)
listed in at least five vaccine patents under ‘venom’ and ‘prophylictic enzymes’. It is being
touted as an anti-viral such as in treating HIV. America also authorised snake venom to be
placed into food in 2021. She reports that the venom targets the body’s cell membrane
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venomous beaded lizard native to the south-western US and Mexico.
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instead of the virus membrane. Also the more booster shots the more venom is being
injected. The venom blocks the ACE2 receptors (these stop inflammation and stop the
immune system attacking the body), which causes inflammation, paralysis cell damage and
heart attacks and organ failure. It also enables the mRNA to get into cells and recode the
genome.
Dr Love also found snake venom in monoclonal antibodies (promoted as a treatment for
Covid).
Snake venom can be made in various ways: from extraction from a snake; from computer
genomic synthesis and from stored venom crystals which are then used in medical
research.
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Delivery by water
The National Library of Medicine has published a study3 showing certain nano-carriers
which can stabilise snake venom peptides in order to achieve delivery by water systems.
The Bat-lady defector from the Wuhan lab stated that pathogens were tested on certain
populations of Chinese people all the time. The delivery system was by freezing the
pathogen in water, cutting it into ice-cubes and taking it to testing sites. Antidotes were
then given to test effectiveness.
Dr Ardis alleges that the Covid snake venom is vectored in targeted water supplies. He says
that he cannot prove this but it is his most likely solution.

Conclusion thus far
So, the claims of Ardis (which shocked many) are not confined to fiction or hyperbole; they
are entirely reasonable.

3 ‘Nanoparticles functionalised

with venom-derived peptides and toxins for pharmaceutical applications’.
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Snake venom has been investigated and used in pharmaceutical research and development
for years. It is nothing new or shocking. Delivery by water systems is also clearly possible
by using nano-carriers. Using snake venom in conjunction with RNA technology is also
being actively pursued by the WEF and others.
None of the main claims of Ardis are beyond belief.

Water systems and the CDC
One has to ask why is the CDC conducting research on hundreds of water supply stations
(400 sites) in America looking for Covid? The CDC is using PCR tests of local water
supplies to identify SARS-Cov-2. It has stated that the 'virus' is in the water supply and it is
striving to identify where outbreaks may occur from water contamination. It can predict
Covid outbreaks within four days. All this is stated on the CDC website.
Thus the idea that Covid can be transmitted by water appears to be admitted by the CDC.
The CDC testing is stated to be the result of Covid patients eliminating SARS-Cov-2 from
their bodies in faeces and this is getting into the water supplies. But this makes no sense.
People who have had Covid are naturally immune and so an outbreak would not occur in
that area where the virus had been excreted from patients. The predictive analysis only
makes sense if the CDC is putting the virus into the water in the first place.

Covid and venom
In 2020 Scientific American postulated that snake venom could be the source of the
coronavirus outbreak in China. It cited the similarity between SARS-Cov-2 and snake
genetic material. It also cited the Chinese Krait and the Chinese Cobra.
This was also proposed by CNN in January 2020 which specifically mentioned the Chinese
Krait and the Chinese Cobra. This was based upon the genetic codes analysed by
researchers. This early hypothesis was immediately shut down by the fact checkers, such as
Science News.4 But SciTechDaily then affirmed that the genetic codes proved that the
origin was snakes. However, the idea that a virus spread naturally from a snake to a
human, especially a respiratory virus, is beyond credulity. This line of research was
gradually ignored and the message published was that the origin was bats; even though
bats were in hibernation when Covid first appeared.
The chief claim of Dr Ardis is that the bioweapon SARS-Cov-2 contains snake venom;
specifically Chinese Krait and Cobra venom. This was spliced onto a virus using DNA
technology. The snake origin is not natural but is a toxin added to a coronavirus by
scientists using gain of function technology. Previous research and US patents prove that
Fauci and Daszak were behind this weaponising programme but Ardis does not focus on
this.
That the coronavirus (cold) was weaponised by gain of function development has been
proved by the discovery of US patents, as I have previously explained. The cold virus is
used as a pathogen that is highly transmissible while the gain of function makes this a
severe threat with higher morbidity. The research of Dr David Martin proves this
conclusively. What is new is the notion that the gain of function development was the
addition of snake venom DNA or RNA.
4

Article, ‘No; snakes probably aren’t the source of that new coronavirus in China’, Jan 2020.
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A Chinese study in January 2020 confirmed the genetic origin of coronavirus being two
types of snakes. These were identified as the many banded krait and the Chinese cobra.
The genetic comparison showed a high level of similarity. 5 Its conclusion states: ‘In
summary, results derived from our evolutionary analysis suggest that 2019-nC0V has most similar
genetic information with bat coronavirus and has most similar codon usage bias with snake’. A

codon is a sequence of three nucleic acids. Codon usage bias reflects the origin, mutation
patterns and evolution of the species. In other words this is the fingerprint of the animal
source.
Plasma taken from deceased Covid patients revealed mitochondrial dysfunction and
elevated (ten times higher) metabolites associated with secreted phospholipase A2 (sPLA2)
acidity. This is the same enzyme that is elevated after a venomous snakebite. Elevated
phospholipase is now seen as a biomarker of Covid-19 infection (Justin M Snider, 2021;
DVD Hemalika, 2021). Anti-venom compounds (such as varespladib) are being used to
treat severe Covid. Other Covid symptoms (dizziness, paralysis, coagulated blood, inflamed
lungs, ARDS) are the same as many venomous snakebites. Covid symptoms and snake
venom poisoning have the same enzyme mechanism.
Two of the significant signs of Covid are loss of taste and smell (ageusia). These are also
associated with snakebites (particularly viperids). People who suck out the poison on
someone bit by a snake also get loss of taste and smell.
PCR tests have been used for decades to test for snake venom peptides.
A Costa Rica institute (The Clodomiro Picado Institute, San Jose), which produces antivenom from injecting horses to gain antibodies (this is standard practice), attempted to
find a treatment to Covid-19 by performing the same research – injecting into SARS-Cov-2
horses. In other words, it treated Covid like snake venom.
Snake venom phospholipase A2 possess a strong virucidal activity against SARS-Cov-2 in
vitro.
A study from Italy testing faecal, urine and plasma samples of Covid patients to identify
the toxins and found Krait venom, King Cobra and the cone snail.
The BMJ stated that there were two crises occurring in 2021, not one. These were Covid-19
and snakebites. It affirmed that these presented one research and development
opportunity due to their commonality. How can a respiratory virus and envenomation be
the same? Unless, Covid is not caused by a virus but by a toxin based on snake venom.
Multiple studies claimed that certain snake enzymes help to treat Covid in laboratory
experiments. [For example a venom that caused blood coagulation could be treated with a
venom that thinned the blood.]
A known phenomenon in the Covid crisis was that smokers were not getting sick with the
virus (less than 5% globally). This was widely reported amongst medics, but not by the
FDA, which lied. Nicotine blocks the effects of viperid snakebite. This is to do with the
nicotine receptors in the body, which are attacked by venom neuro-toxins and these
control your ability to breathe. Nicotine binds to those receptors and stops the venom
sticking to them. Nicotine patches or gum are effective against Covid.

5 Wei Ji study (see

interim bibliography).
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Zinc receptors are also targeted by snake venom, which is why taking zinc helped to fight
off Covid. Hydroxychloroquine is also effective against snake venom.
All the supplements that were banned by the authorities as treatment for Covid
(Hydroxychloroquine etc) are long established as a having anti-snake venom properties.
That is why they all work against Covid. This is proof of the planned genocide of this
programme.
Is Covid-19 a euphemism for Cobra venom? Is SARS-Cov-2 a hidden reference to Cobra
venom? Does the ‘19’ refer to the 19 different types of toxins found in Cobra venom?
Business Wire saw a business opportunity in recent months due to the massive increase of
deaths by snakebite – despite the world being locked indoors. The demand for anti-venom
has surged. Firms engaged in the anti-venom market include: Pfizer and Merck.
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Remdesivir and venom
We know that Remdesivir is being used to kill people behind the claim that it is an effective
antiviral. In fact it damages the major organs, especially the kidneys. It is not even a fully
authorised drug and must be administered with constant observations (which it is not).
What is surprising is the claim that Remdesivir contains the same snake venom, which is
why it damages the major organs just like a viperid snakebite.
Studies have been made on Covid patients being treated with Remdesivir and the same
enzyme (sPLA-IIA) found in snake venom was identified. ‘We found evidence that there was
an enzyme, a snake-like enzyme, in the blood of people who were in extraordinary high levels’; Dr
Floyd Chilton. This enzyme occurs at low levels in healthy adults as a defence against
infection, destroying microbial cell membranes. However, at high levels it shreds the
membranes of vital organs. Studies of patients treated with Remdesivir prove that the
number one side effect is damage to the major organs.
Studies have demonstrated the effects of cobra venom on victims (e.g. mitochondrial
damage leading to renal failure and heart attack). These symptoms are exactly what are
found in Remdesivir patients.
A huge spike in renal failure is being observed in hospitalised Covid patients which is not
usually seen with respiratory diseases. These patients are being treated with Remdesivir,
which has renal failure as one of its known consequences.
Another symptom, usually fatal, of Covid patients treated with Remdesivir is oedema and
damage (alveolar haemorrhaging) in the lungs. This is also a known side effect of Cobra
venom.
China and the US have different Covid hospital protocols. China does not use Remdesivir.
A July 2020 study showed that renal failure was much lower in Chinese patients (range
0.5% to 29%) within two weeks. In the US renal damage (acute kidney injury) was 37%; a
third were diagnosed within 24 hours of treatment with Remdesivir.6 Renal damage is the
most common side effect of Cobra venom by the way. But this paper reported that renal
failure (and other organ failure) was the result of Covid-19; it was observed in Covid
patients. This hid the fact that it was actually Remdesivir given by Western hospitals that
was causing the organ failure. One of the authors of the study was in the pay of Gilead
Sciences.
Remdesivir is made by Gilead Sciences, who have been approached for samples to be
independently tested but have refused to comply. It only has emergency use authority
(temporary) for treatment of Covid.
In 2011 Gilead Sciences purchased biological research processes and clinical
manufacturing facilities from Genentech. Genentech (connected to Roche) make drugs
from snake venom.
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Covid vaccines and venom
We have gradually gained information about the vaccines from meticulous studies using
spectroscopy and other laboratory techniques; but there is much to learn. For example, the
Moderna vaccine has only revealed 50% of the ingredients thus far and much is hidden.
One of the claims emerging now from multiple sources is that the Covid vaccines also
contain snake venom. If this is true then it means that the elite are hitting people three
times over with venom; from the virus bioweapon; from Remdesivir in hospitals and from
the Covid vaccines. And we are now putting vaccines into babies six months old.
The symptoms that are appearing as adverse reactions to vaccines are also symptoms of
snake venom. For example, the long strands of blood clots found by undertakers in the
veins of dead patients are exactly what is found resulting from viperid snakebites. Other
symptoms, such as killing off immune system T-cells, parallel snake venom.
Katalin Kariko and Drew Weissman (Univ. of Pennsylvania) are credited with establishing
the specific Covid-19 mRNA technique. They have been using snake venom properties to
improve the stability of the mRNA. They formed a company that received funding from the
NIH to explore the use of nucleoxide-modified mRNA for gene therapy.
Synthetic snake venom is extremely stable when used with mRNA and is enabling to
medical research. It has been seen to be stable for 30 years. However, certain items inhibit
its effectiveness such as glutathione and ascorbic acid (two things proven to help Covid
patients). Ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) reduces the damages of cobra venom by 50%.
The Indian company Biological E produced a vaccine called Corbevax in 2019 (before
Covid officially started). In February 2022 this was given emergency use authorisation for
vaccinating 12-18-year olds against Covid. This company’s main products are snake anti
venoms, especially anti venom for Kraits and Cobras. The vaccines contain snake venom.
Moderna is now using mRNA technology to treat snakebites.
It has been known for many months now that a D-Dimer test will identify if there are
micro-blood clots in your body caused by the vaccines. The vaccines elevate D-Dimers. In
March 2022 a paper was published showing that snake venom poisoning also elevates DDimers.
Covid patients have experienced shedding of their skin – just like snakes.
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Batches
Not everyone in every area was hit hard with Covid and neither with the vaccines. There is
growing evidence of areas being targeted with the virus and also certain ethnic groups. The
US VAERS data has been proved (such as by Dr Mike Yeadon in court testimony) to show
that the worst side effects from the vaccines came from certain batches and not all batches
of the drugs. Less than 30% of the batches had the most serious adverse reactions
including death. There is evidence that Republican states were targeted with bad batches
for example.
Then there is the situation of being increasingly poisoned by repeat vaccinations. As well as
gradually wrecking the immune system (that has been proved conclusively), we have the
problem of increasing the snake venom. This is to aid deniability. If everyone died
immediately after the vaccine the elite would have no control over the population (it needs
some people) and also the vaccine threat would be easily observed. By killing people slowly
over time government bodies (such as the disgraceful MHRA) 7 are able to deny that there
is a direct link between the vaccines and sickness / death.



Testimony of Dr Yeadon to the Court of Public Opinion, chaired by Reiner Fuellmich.
VAERS data reports.

Why are children less susceptible to Covid?
It seems that the reason for this is that younger people have much higher levels of
melatonin8 than older people. Melatonin is known to be effective against snake venom.
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PubMed, Rachana D Sharma et. al., ‘Melatonin inhibits snake venom and antivenom
induced oxidative stress and augments treatment efficacy’, (2017).
PubMed, GD Katkar et. al., ‘Melatonin alleviates Echis carinatus venom-induced
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Despite over 20o0 deaths and over a million reported adverse events, and despite admitting that this
represents only 10% of the true figures, the MHRA has done nothing to investigate adverse reactions or stop
the vaccine rollout. This is despite letters from thousands of people, reports from doctors and medical bodies
(such as Dr Tess Lawrie) and even MPs. The MHRA is more concerned with becoming a global enabler. The
leader June Raine and her executive all need to be sacked.
8 A hormone secreted by the pineal gland. Note that during the Covid crisis one protocol that became
universal was using infrared thermometers pointed directly at the pineal gland in the forehead. I warned
about this saying that people should demand to be tested at the wrist. This radiation could damage the pineal
gland and inhibit melatonin production.
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Children also have high levels of Glutathione,9 which also offers some protection against
snake venom. Indeed, some doctors have prescribed it to Covid patients with some success.
If the global elite cabal is intent on genocide (which it certainly is) then children not
responding to their pandemic was a problem. This was then fixed by governments
vaccinating children as young as six months old. This injected snake venom directly into
their blood stream. The result is that children are now dying from the vaccines.

Snake venom is not the only poison in the vaccines
I have written on this matter several times so I will just list a few of the known toxins.
These are confirmed in the vaccine US patents.







The spike protein.
The mRNA technology makes the body create its own spike proteins.
PNG lipid coating.
Ebola and Marburg viruses (causing deadly haemorrhagic fever). For example the J and
J patent specifically states that it contains Ebola and Marburg.
Rabies.
HIV. [This is used to shutdown the immune system in order to allow the mRNA get into
cells. But there is no mechanism to turn it back on again.]

Conclusion
I am not in a position to speak with authority on this matter and cannot definitively say
that Ardis’ hypothesis is correct. However, there seems to be sufficient evidence for at least
further study and peer review; especially genomic comparisons. However, the Italian study
is the first to conclusively support his claims about snake venom in SARS-Cov-2. Plus his
collection of supporting papers supply circumstantial evidence for his various claims.
If true, this shows a level of evil that is beyond understanding being perpetrated by those in
authority over populations. People are first poisoned by snake venom in what is claimed to
be a virus. Then they are poisoned in hospital with Remdesivir, which contains snake
venom. All treatments that inhibit venom poisoning are prohibited (Hydroxychloroquine,
nicotine, Vitamin C, Zinc etc.). Then they are further poisoned by Covid vaccines, which
contain snake venom.
The people doing this worship Satan and are psychopaths. Satan is portrayed in Scripture
as, ‘That serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world’ Rev
12:9. Note the Great Hall in the Vatican, which is built to resemble a huge snake with the
pope sitting underneath the head. Note the serpent motif in Jewish Kabbalah. Note the
9

A compound involved as a coenzyme in oxidation–reduction reactions in cells. It is a tripeptide derived
from glutamic acid, cysteine, and glycine.
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serpent references in Freemasonry and occultism. Gnosticism focuses on the serpent. Note
that the original worship of Khazarians (which became Ashkenazi Jews) was serpent
worship. We could go on.
The evil cabal in power loves symbolism and no doubt is laughing that the means of
fulfilling its plans for reducing the world population and controlling the world involves
snake venom. But:
The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together,
against the LORD and against His Anointed, saying, ‘Let us break their bonds
in pieces and cast away their cords from us’. He who sits in the heavens
shall laugh; the LORD shall hold them in derision. Then He shall speak to
them in His wrath, and distress them in His deep displeasure. Ps 2:2-5
You, O LORD, shall laugh at them; you shall have all the nations in derision.
Ps 59:8
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